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Abstract
A major problem with any interface to a hierarchical
information system, however shallow the hierarchy might be,
is that information below the current level is hidden from
view. To determine whether there is useful information at any
level below the current one, requires an inference-based look-
and-ponder process followed by a tedious point-click-wait-
read-back process of manipulation. This equally applies to the
results obtained from a search engine. An alternative is to
provide a search interface that offers oral cues to buried
information and relies on the intelligence of the user to
recognise the usefulness behind the cues. The result will be a
conversational search guide and this paper addresses the
production of speech utterances, using pre-recorded speech, so
that the guide remains almost as fresh as a human guide.

1. Motivation
This work is motivated by the need for task-based (and
therefore non-linear) access to fragments of linearly published
academic course material that is available on-line. This
material is strongly based on the live-lecture metaphor that is
familiar to both the lecturer who generates it, and the students
who demand this form of presentation.

1.1. On-line lectures

An on-line lecture [1] consists of a sequence of slides each
with an audio narrative that is synchronised with supporting
animation contained within the slide. The audio is a scripted
narrative recorded in sound bites; each bite is usually of one to
four sentences – the amount contained in a spoken paragraph.
So they have all the human intonation and expression that
would maintain interest during a live lecture. The on-line
lectures are designed for students to use during their private
study. The delivery mechanism allows the lectures to be
started and played straight through to the end without any
further interaction. Alternatively the slides may be truly
browsed to find one that contains material which the student
needs to review; that slide can then be played.

1.2. Searching

An index generator [2] also exists that exploits the same
delivery browser (a Book Emulator) as that used to specify
and deliver the on-line lectures. This provides a single route
not only to the lectures, but also to supplementary material
which might be data-sheets, simulators, bibliographies,
pictures, movies, indeed any multimedia material. The ability
to browse by flicking through pages, provides for both linear

and non-linear wanderings.
As with the on-line lecture generator, the index generator

primes the browser with search links so that in effect the index
can search all the lectures, images, audio files, bibliographies,
and so on and identify the appropriate documents. Specific
search requests ensure that the results arereturned in context
rather than in isolation from their roots as is normally the case
with a search engine. These search methods are inherently
provided by the novel browser that has been adopted.

A conventional information retrieval strategy [3] has also
been implemented whose index is formed when the main
browser-based index is created. It is currently used to match
examination questions with slides that cover the material on
which the question is based. As it relies on the degree to
which an input query matches those items it finds, the results
are haphazardly ordered. This is a common problem that will
be corrected by applying simple semantic-based heuristics.

The mechanism will be extended for a conversational
guide designed to steer users towards information that is
hidden from view and might otherwise be overlooked. For
this, additional semantic tagging of slides, the exploitation of
audio file indexes and the inherent semantics captured during
lecture specification will be exploited.

1.3. Towards the conversational search guide

The conversational guide should have the same voice as that
used in the on-line lectures and give the impression of a one-
to-one facilitating tutor – the same person who gave the
course. The familiarity of the lecturer’spersona, initiated
during the live lectures, consolidated in the on-line lectures
and maintained in the conversational guide, should offer a
comfortable and supportive environment within which to
learn. To motivate the user to take the advice, the system
must express high-level reasons for the suggestion within the
utterance; to do otherwise might lead to a tedious system. It is
envisaged that the rationale will exploit the person’s cognitive
ability to confirm useful links, rather than attempt to give the
system a semblance of in-built intelligence.

Unlike the visual interface, only the content of the
message must be consistent in an oral interface; varying the
message is both natural and less irritating. If the system is
requested to repeat, then the same content must be repeated in
a different way, as would a human guide.

If the message actually contains important information
then words have to be clearly spoken in order for that
information to be understood at the first attempt.
Conventional text-to-speech systems fail to articulate words in
a distinctive manner. They use a phonetic representation
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obtained from the text string. The resultant transcription is
then passed to a synthesis procedure. Phoneme synthesisers
produce sounds that require mental effort for them to be
understood. During a long learning session this would be
tiring. Minimising the redundancy in the message to reduce
the time spent listening, also reduces the ease with which the
utterance can be decoded

In BT’s Laureate System [4], recordings of human-spoken
phonemes are concatenated together after a process of
transcribing the text into phonemes. Generating phonemic
sounds would be a specialised activity and not one that would
be acceptable to a lecturer. So this method demands a general
voice – different from that of the lecturer. It also requires a
large database of word-to-phoneme translations with special
treatment for technical words.

Where there is a well-defined set of messages, pre-
recorded speech can be adopted so that each word is distinct.
Isolated words and phrases are concatenated to provide easily
understood oral messages. This is a particular requirement in
an aeroplane’s noisy cockpit and was exploited in VOLMET
[5], an automatic weather reporting system for aviation.
Appeal [6] is a multimedia environment where both spoken
and textual versions of information are provided. The system
uses words and short phrases as its building blocks.
SpeakEasyNT from Voice Integrated Products Limited, is a
computer-based system for storing and distributing voice
messages via any telephone network; it provides an attractive
and distinctive voice, but the messages are always precisely
the same, mild inflections soon become irritating, and
concatenation sounds unnatural.

2. General arrangement
A spoken dialogue interface should: exhibit distinctive
pronunciation, have a number of ways of saying the same
thing, and have each word or phrase joined in a natural way.
The message should be spoken quickly so that the user never
feels that they are alwayswaiting for it to finish.

Once the semantics of a message has been selected, each
constituent element (word or phrase) is randomly chosen from
a set of three. Pauses are inserted according to the punctuation
marks: comma, semicolon and full stop in the ratio
200:400:600 milliseconds; a ratio obtained empirically as
being right for the guide where concepts are not being
conveyed and communication speed is important. The timings
are about half those found in the spoken narratives of the on-
line lectures, although the ratio of delay after a comma and
delay after a sentence is about the same. Allen et al. [7]
recommended 400 milliseconds for minor pauses, 800
milliseconds every five words (to mimic taking a breath) and
1200 milliseconds at the end of a paragraph; these timings
were appropriate for mechanised speech generation where the
delays helped to alleviate the difficulty in understanding the
sounds. In future, some random variation in these delays will
also help improve the naturalness of the utterance as suggested
by Lamel et al. [5]; the ratios will be maintained locally
within a complete multi-sentence utterance with the delay
determined by the degree of semantic difficulty.

After an utterance is recorded, it is automatically classified
and stored. Utterances are concatenated together according to
a set of rules based on their classification.

3. Pre-processing
Each word or phrase for the guide is recorded in quiet ambient
conditions and transferred to separate computer files. The
lecturer needs to pronounce each utterance as if it were
pronounced within a sentence and said at a speed similar to
that said in a sentence. It should be spectrally flat; the pitch at
the end of the utterance should not be raised and the emotion
felt at the end of a recording session must be suppressed. A
quality control program checks each recorded item to ensure
that the concatenation process can produce natural sounding
speech. It does this by checking for variations in pitch and
intra-word volume, and by extracting characteristics that
govern the blending of words into sentences.

3.1. Pitch variation

It is important that each spoken word can be satisfactorily
placed anywhere within a sentence. This demands that words
are not stressed. A raise in pitch at the beginning of the sound
could mean that the word has to be restricted to positions that
follow punctuation; if it were placed at the end of a sentence it
might make the user think it was a question. The sound and
semantics would offer conflicting cues.

To analyse the pitch, the signal is segmented into 30
millisecond lengths, or frames, using a Hamming window [8].
The pitch for each frame is matched against the user’s natural
pitch when talking. At present this value is entered by the user
(which is unsatisfactory). An allowance is made for natural
changes in pitch and for errors in the calculations; a value
within ±3% of the natural pitch is taken as a non-stressed
region; this range is based on the knowledge that the human
ear cannot distinguish such a small pitch change [9]. Any
other pitch value is classified as abnormal. A good utterance is
deemed as any input that has no stressed region that exceeds a
given length of time. This value has been determined by
examining a corpus of speech and is currently set to 80
milliseconds.

3.2. Intra-word volume variation

As a person records words over time, the peak volume within
each word varies. In some situations this might cause
misinterpretation of the sentence content. So this variance
must be removed from the utterance library. The system
calculates the maximum unsigned value in the utterance and
uses this to scale all sample values to a standard maximum.
The scaling allows the relative volumes to remain, as this is
important for the understanding of the word and adds to the
diction quality. The sample is processed using a running
median smoothing algorithm that effectively flattens the spikes
(which can result from low quality recording) to ensure that it
is not over- or under-emphasised.

3.3. Word enhancement

During informal tests, subjects reported that they found it
difficult to listen to unfamiliar sentences with individual words
concatenated. But, surprisingly, when full sentences with no
word concatenation were played, a similar comment was also
made. As it is important that the guide offers no impediment
to understanding the messages, techniques to improve
intelligibility were investigated. To this end, a spectral
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enhancer promotes the contrast in the sound and thereby the
important, or prominent, features stand out better compared to
the less important ones, which remain in reduced form so that
no quality is lost. Baer et al. [10] proposed a system to
enhance speech sounds for those with cochlea-impairment.
They found that the technique also improved intelligibility for
some people who did not have the dysfunction. So this
spectral enhancer was incorporated, with a few minor changes,
into the pre-processing stage.

The spoken utterance is split into overlapping Hamming
windows and converted to the frequency domain using a Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT). It is then low-pass filtered. (Baer et
al. [10] filtered before the FFT was performed.) Baer et al.
[10] also smoothed the spectrum after the FFT was applied as
it removedirregularities in the spectrum. It was felt that this
would remove qualities that help to discriminate the original
speaker, so smoothing was not included.

Each frequency magnitude derived from the FFT is taken
to be the centre frequency in a Difference of Gaussian function
(DoG). The values obtained are summed and the sign
determined. A negative value indicates that the current centre
frequency is less important than those either side of it and so
should be partially suppressed to provide better contrast. The
logarithm of the absolute summed value is calculated and
scaled by 0.3 – the lowest enhancement suggested by Baer et
al. [10]. The new value is then converted back to linear units
to form the new magnitude for the current centre frequency.
The process is repeated with each frequency taking part as the
centre frequency for the DoG calculation. An inverse FFT
returns the resultant spectrum to the time domain.

This enhancement does not increase the prominent
features, so the sound is not too harsh. Informal subjective
tests found that it enabled users to understand the speech more
easily, with no noticeable affect on the sound’s naturalness.

3.4. Extracting word characteristics

Utterances are concatenated using rules that are based on the
sounds of the end of one utterance and the beginning of the
next. These sounds are determined at the pre-processing
stage. Sounds created with vocal cord vibration are called
voiced sounds, usually these are vowels, though some
consonants are voiced. Unvoiced sounds are those created
without vocal cord vibration and are usually consonants. They
may be categorised into plosives that are made by blocking the
air pressure prior to articulation (e.g. thep in pea), and
fricatives which arise from the constriction of the airflow
causing turbulence and a sound like hissing (e.g. thes in this).
A plosive sound is characterised by a short period of silence
followed by a short noise sound. Fricatives take the form of a
longer period of noise with no initial silence. Unvoiced and
voiced sounds are not mutually exclusive classes; for example,
fricatives can be voiced, but this is not important here.

3.5. Determining voiced and unvoiced sections

The signal is segmented into 30 millisecond frames. The
samples in each frame are clipped to three levels by using a
threshold. If the input value is above the threshold, or less than
the inverse of the threshold, then the output value is set to 1 or
-1 respectively; otherwise it is set to 0. The threshold is
determined by taking the largest of the maximum input values

over the first and last 10 milliseconds. An autocorrelation [8]
is performed, the peak in the coefficient array is found and
matched against 30% of the first autocorrelation. If the peak is
greater than the threshold then the section is considered voiced
and the position of the peak is taken as the pitch period,
otherwise it is classified as unvoiced.

3.6. Determining plosives and fricatives

To determine whether an utterance starts or ends as a plosive
or fricative, it is analysed in terms of a zero crossing rate.
This rate is the number of times the sample passes through the
central axis. The number of times a fricative crosses the axis
is much greater than that for a plosive because plosives have a
short period of silence and then a short noise component. So a
rate threshold can be determined: if it is greater than that
threshold then the sound is fricative, otherwise it is plosive.

4. Creating sentences
So far each utterance has been processed and categorised and
are now ready to be concatenated for any message. Generally
plural endings do not change the sound of the rest of the word,
they only add to it. Plurals are handled prior to concatenation.

4.1. Handling plurals

If a word cannot be found, plural suffixes are removed and the
word’s availability determined. The following example
plurals are handled: company/companies, lecturer/lecturer’s
and student/students. Exceptions (e.g. medium/media) are
handled using an exceptions table.

Once the root form is found the word is altered to sound
like the pluralised version. There are two different plural
sounds, /ss/ (e.g. students) and /is/ (e.g. suffixes), with the
correct one being determined by looking at whether the word
root ends in a fricative, plosive or voiced sound. The system
also needs to determine if the word ends with a fricative /f/; in
this case the correct plural sound cannot be determined by the
sound of the word end, and the /ss/ ending is applied. If the
word is pluralised withes, the /is/ ending is applied. Of the
other cases, fricatives need the /is/ whilst all others produce
the /ss/ sound. Recorded utterances of the two types of plural
are stored; the right one is concatenated onto the end of the
word root. Anyone’s spoken plural sounds will do.

4.2. Concatenating words

By examining the way humans join sounds it is possible to
determine rules for where pauses need to be inserted to
simulate the speaker drawing breath. The pauses are implicit
and are not due to the insertion of syntactic cues.

A plosive followed by a plosive must be separated by a period
of silence to simulate the build-up behind the constriction.

A plosive followed by a fricative needs to have a pause
inserted to simulate the breath being drawn in after all the air
has been released to make the plosive burst, and likewise for
the plosive-voiced boundaries.

Voiced-voiced can be directly concatenated; however
complications arise that are detailed below.

All other sounds can be directly played after each other with
no pause insertion.
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4.3. Voice-voice boundaries

Voice-voice boundaries are more complex because the vocal
cords do not stop abruptly and so the sounds interact with each
other. A number of techniques proposed by Rabiner et al. [11]
to join words coded in formant frequencies (the prominent
frequencies in voiced sounds) were explored. One method
required the synthesis of a 40 millisecond joining sound that
was placed between the two word sounds during
concatenation. To synthesise the 40 millisecond sound, the
formant values at the end of the first word and at the beginning
of the second word were calculated. These values were
applied to digital resonators to provide smooth formant
transitions between the words. The result of this joining was
to produce a synthetic sound across the join that adversely
contrasted with the high quality speech either side of the join.

Another technique was to overlap the end of the first word
and the beginning of the next by ramping the first sound down
and ramping the next one up during the overlap region. This
produced a smooth transition from one word to the next, with
no discontinuities in the waveform; the resultant smearing
caused a loss of important clarity at the beginning and end of
words. To restore this loss of clarity a 40 millisecond section
at the end of the first word was appended to that word (i.e. it
was repeated); a 40 millisecond section at the start of the
second word was prepended. The ramping process was
applied to the two extra 40 millisecond sections leaving the
original sounds at the end and start of the words intact. This,
however, introduced reverberant artifacts into the sound. This
technique is used in BT’s Laureate system [12] for combining
phonemes to create words.

If voiced-voiced boundary words are naturally spoken,
their time is shorter than if the two words are joined together.
This supra-segmental approach requires a time-domain pitch
shifter that can alter the length of the sound without changing
the pitch. The pitch of the voiced sound is calculated at given
intervals, and by comparing the number of input samples
processed with the number of output samples produced it is
possible to determine when to remove pitch cycles [13].

4.4. Introducing emphatic stress

Emphatic stress needs to be added to words so as to improve
the directing ability of the message. People normally alter the
pitch and raise the volume in order to emphasise words. Such
an approach sounds too abrupt when the rest of the sentence
has a flat intonation; in effect it is too emphasised even though
the pitch and volume change are minor. A change in pitch on
its own makes the word sound out of place rather than
emphasised, but a change in volume (by 25%) creates
sufficient emphasis without making the word sound harsh.
The stress instruction is included in the message string. At the
end of sentences, there is an adjustment of volume downwards
over the last three words with no adjustment of pitch.

5. Summary
An existing multimedia information system largely consisting
of material that contains spoken narrative synchronised with
animation is being enhanced to provide a facilitating tutor to
guide a user towards the information they want, using
semantic cues to highlight hidden-from-view material. The

paper has concentrated on voice production that offers
distinctive pronunciation, natural concatenation of words, and
an overall flat intonation so that the user is continually
reminded that it is not an intelligent system. But since the
voice is of the same person, the familiarity with the lecturer’s
persona continues to be conveyed to the user; a feature that
would be absent if a mechanical (phonemic-based) text-to-
speech system were to be adopted.
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